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HABITAT PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS 
1ST HALF 2021

 Carpenter’s Marsh Wildlife Management Area, Hancock 

The Habitat Program at NH Fish and Game manages over 80,000 acres of lands and easements 
across the state for wildlife and people.  This includes conserving additional lands, improving habitats, 
providing public access, and ensuring the publics’ financial investments are protected through 
monitoring and maintaining property infrastructure and boundaries.  The Program also helps 
landowners improve habitats on their lands by providing advice and financial assistance.  

The Habitat Program improves habitats on Fish and Game WMAs and 
several State forest and parklands through a variety of means including 
carefully planned and implemented forest management projects, using 
heavy duty mowers to maintain shrublands and old fields, and targeted 
herbicide applications to control invasive exotic plants.  Forest 
management projects are carried out by foresters from the NH 
Department of Natural and Cultural Resources in collaboration with 
Habitat Program staff.  Habitat Program staff implement all other habitat 
projects, and works to maintain property infrastructure such as parking 
areas, WMA signs, gates, and woods roads for both public and 
management access.  Learn about current state lands projects below.  
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Not sure what a 

shelterwood, group 

selection or thinning is and 

how they can benefit 

wildlife?  Learn more by 

clicking here. 

Your purchase of firearms, ammunition, and archery equipment 
along with the wildlife habitat fee on hunting licenses supports 
the work of the Habitat Program. Thank you! 

https://www.wildlife.state.nh.us/habitat/documents/forest-mgt.pdf
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Region 1 – Northern NH 

 

Connecticut Lakes Natural Area, Pittsburg -  On the CLNA, 

Regional Biologist Jill Kilborn is planning the next commercial 

habitat improvement project.  Over this past winter, multiple 

sites were evaluated based on access and viability for forest 

management.  A 300-acre area in the South Bay Bog area was 

identified and Jill is currently cruising the area to determine the 

type of harvest that will best improve habitats for different 

species of wildlife.  

Infrastructure projects on the CLNA include work to improve 

access for the commercial habitat project which will include 

refreshing ditch lines and reshaping the road as well as multiple 

culvert replacements.  In addition, along the East Inlet and Scott 

Bog road networks, 4-8 miles of roadside ditch maintenance will 

occur to ensure proper water drainage.  Jill is also coordinating 

a fall roadside mowing contract.  Lastly, Jill has also been working with Eric Pospesil, our land 

surveyor, to contract out boundary line maintenance needs around the Third, Perry Stream and Indian 

Stream Operating Units of the CLNA.   

Jill continues to work with the Upper CT Cooperative Invasives Species Management Area’s (UC 

CISMA).  Early this spring UC CISMA cooperators set up a demonstration site showing treatment 

options for Japanese knotweed.  Knotweed will be treated using wire mesh laid over the plant with the 

intention of it growing up through the holes and eventually choking itself out as the stem tries to 

expand as it grows.  Directly adjacent to this work will be a site treated with herbicide as a 

comparison. 

       

Hardwood stand along Carr Ridge within the South Bay Bog Operating Unit, identified for the next habitat 
improvement project on the CLNA.  The project area is located in the towns of Pittsburg as well as Clarksville. 
Photos by Jill Kilborn. 

Japanese knotweed growing through 
wire mesh, starting to “choke” itself out.  
This is an experimental treatment being 
tested by the UC CISMA.  Photo by Jill 
Kilborn. 
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Agnew State Forest, Jefferson – Habitat Biologist Denyce Gagne is working in collaboration with 

DNCR staff to reclaim 8 acres of old fields with a brontosaurus mower this fall.  The fields will then be 

maintained with prescribed fire and/or periodic mowing.  A third field containing apple trees will also 

be cut back to maintain the apples as a wildlife food source.  The field edges at Agnew SF are rich 

with soft mast species such as arrowwood, smooth sumac, dogwood, wild raisin, and apple trees in 

addition to hard mast species such as beaked hazelnut, oak and alder which combine to create high 

quality foraging habitat for a variety of birds and mammals.  Combined with the adjacent aspen stands 

on the property, this project will particularly benefit upland game birds including woodcock, ruffed 

grouse, and turkeys.   

 

Region 2 – Central NH 

 

Blue Job State Forest, Farmington – 

Habitat Biologist Denyce Gagne is 

planning the next round of brontosaurus 

work within the complex of young forest 

and blueberry barrens atop Blue Job 

Mountain.  The ~60 acres of young forest 

and barrens has been broken into three 

treatment units.  The first unit was mowed 

with a brontosaurus during the winter of 

2016/17.  That was followed up with a 

prescribed burn to promote blueberry 

production in the spring of 2018.  This 

second entry will be on 21 acres abutting 

the first unit.  If all goes well, a prescribed 

burn will follow next spring.  The intent is 

to maintain a mowing/burning rotation 

among the three units to maintain a 

diversity of young forest conditions and 

maintain high blueberry production for the 

benefit of both wildlife and 

recreationalists who visit the property. 

Cardigan Mountain State Forest, Orange – A harvest was completed late last winter that included two 

clearcuts (>5 acres), nine patches (2-5 acres), and two shelterwood areas to create young forest 

habitat and promote regeneration of both softwoods and hardwoods. These areas will resprout 

vigorously with young hardwood trees soon after harvest creating excellent food and cover for deer, 

moose, grouse, and several other wildlife species.  This project was coordinated by DNCR Forester 

Tom Natale  

Cascade Marsh WMA, Sutton –  A brontosaurus mower was back onsite last February to continue 

habitat work first started in 2000/2001. At that time, multiple strips were mowed in a pole sized 

aspen/birch stand to enhance nesting and foraging cover for grouse and woodcock. The strips that 

were left uncut in 2000/01 were mowed in 2009.  There was another mowing entry in 2016 to create 

three different age and size classes of vegetation. This entry focused on the areas originally mowed in 

Spring 2018 prescribed fire at Blue Job State Forest. The next 
round of brontosaurus mowing and prescribed burning in being 
planned to maintain this valuable wildlife habitat.  Photo by Jim 
Oehler. 

https://youngforest.org/
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2000/01.  This sort of rotational mowing will maintain young forest at different stages of development 

benefitting a variety of wildlife including American woodcock, snowshoe hare, and chestnut-sided 

warbler, Denyce Gagne coordinated this work, which cost $5,000.  

Hirst Wildlife Management Area, Boscawen -  DNCR Forester Sam Taylor is nearly done planning a 

timber harvest on this 156-acre property.  This will be the 3rd entry into this property since 1989 and 

Sam plans to continue with the prescription of group selection and strips down to the marsh that will 

enhance nesting cover for waterfowl, and several songbirds such as yellow warbler and perhaps 

Canada warbler.  The earliest cutting will begin is this fall/winter. 

Huston-Morgan State Forest, Laconia – DNCR Forester Tom Natale is planning a group selection and 

clearcut harvest on this 156-acre property.  Eighteen acres will be regenerated.  Groups will be used 

to promote the establishment of understory cover and oak/pine regeneration while a clearcut will 

regenerate aspen.  Harvesting is slated to begin this winter. 

Kearsarge WMA, Andover –  A timber harvest was partially completed last winter on this 1,000-acre 

property. The harvest includes 13 patches and clearcuts ranging in size from 0.6-18 acres to create 

young forest. Forty-six acres in total will be regenerated.  We are aiming to maintain 5-15% of this 

~1,000-acre property in young forest for the wildlife benefits it provides. With this harvest, plus the 

young forest created in 2014, we will have reached 7%.  In addition to the habitat benefits, this project 

will result in over $50,000 in revenue to the Department.  DNCR Forester Tom Natale is coordinating 

this project. 

Kimball Hill WMA, Groton – In January, a brontosaurus mower brushed back vegetation along the 

edges of 4.5 miles of woods roads.  This sort of regular maintenance is needed to keep the roads 

usable for management access.  It was also done in preparation for road repairs that are currently 

underway.  Heavy rain events in 2017 and 2019 did extensive damage to many parts of the road 

system.  The cost of the repairs will be covered, in large part, by FEMA.  Snowmobile enthusiasts will 

also benefit from all of this work as many of the woods roads are permitted snowmobile trails.  Eric 

Pospesil, Fish and Game Land Surveyor, is coordinating the road work.  The extent of the damage, 

coupled with the needed planning, permits, approvals, and contracts that were needed to get to this 

point, makes this one of the largest infrastructure projects that has occurred on a WMA.   

     

 

 

One example of erosion (left) that resulted from heavy rain events at Kimball Hill WMA. This same area 
was recently repaired by contractors (right).  Photos by Jim Oehler (left) and Eric Pospesil (right). 
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Kona WMA, Moultonborough – A harvest was completed last winter on this WMA.  This was the 2nd 

entry in the 130-acre project area.  The harvest focused primarily on single tree selection (126 acres) 

to further promote understory cover and oak/pine regeneration that developed after the previous 

harvest in 2004/05, plus 4 acres of small groups to promote hemlock for wintering cover.  Tom Natale, 

DNCR Forester, oversaw this project.  In addition to the habitat benefits, this project brought in over 

$105,000 in revenue to the Department. 

Laramie WMA, Enfield –  A timber harvest planned here will likely begin operations sometime this 

coming winter.  Forty-two acres of young forest habitat will be created via two clearcuts and will result 

in just 2% of the property being in this habitat type.  The goal is generally 5-15%.  However, this 

3,000-acre WMA has relatively poor management access so it has seen very little management over 

the years.  The acquisition of a couple of small lots off of Smith Pond Road in recent years has made 

this habitat project possible.  Along with the habitat benefits from this project, the Department is slated 

to receive over $65,000 in revenue. 

Lower Shaker WMA, Enfield – Last February, a brontosaurus mower was onsite to maintain aspen 

stands on this 1,000-acre WMA. Developed through past habitat management (both commercial and 

non-commercial timber harvests), the aspen is growing past its prime for many wildlife.  Mowing will 

stimulate root suckering, creating higher stem densities and maintaining thick wildlife cover.  

Approximately 4.5 acres was mowed at a cost of $6,500.  Habitat Biologist Denyce Gagne 

coordinated this project. 

Denyce is also working to restore some of old hayfields on the property that are starting to get 

colonized by small trees and shrubs.  The former farmer who had an agricultural agreement on the 

property was not keeping up with the mowing of some of the fields leading to the woody vegetation 

encroachment.  Through targeted herbicide applications, a lime application, and repeated mowings, 

we are hoping to see these fields restored to grass dominance once again.  Denyce completed one of 

the mowings in early June.  

A timber sale planned to be completed last winter was delayed as the contractor was unable to 

complete the work for a variety of reasons.  The job was put back out to bid and a new contract was 

just recently executed. The harvest will include four clearcuts to create young forest habitat with an 

average size of 13 acres each, plus clearing a 100-foot buffer around existing fields to create a 

feathered edge, which will be maintained with a brontosaurus in the future. Post-harvest, this property 

will have 7% young forest, which is right in the mid-range of the 5-15% that we typically shoot for on 

our larger properties.  In addition to the habitat benefits, this project will generate nearly $58,000 in 

revenue. 

Marks WMA, New Durham – DNCR Forester Tom Natale is planning the second entry on the northern 

half of this 338-acre property.  The first entry occurred in 1999/2000 and included brontosaurus 

mowing and a non-commericial harvest on four patches totaling 12 acres.  Red maple was targeted 

while red and white oak were retained for mast production.  The development of dense young forest 

was also an objective.  Much of that young forest is in the form of beech and red maple with little to no 

oak.  The second entry will include five patches totaling approximately 25 acres to generate young 

forest as the earlier patches will soon be transitioning out of prime young forest habitat.  The patches 

will be focused on stands of beech and oak that were significantly damaged by the 1998 ice storm. 

Internal rot will likely be an issue in many of these trees.  An additional objective is to promote 

regeneration of a mix of tree species including oak.  No estimate of revenue is available at this time. 

 

https://youngforest.org/how-much-is-needed
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Mascoma WMA, Canaan – Habitat 

Biologist Denyce Gagne is planning the 

next entry of brontosaurus mower and 

brush hogging work in the extensive 

shrubland and field complex on this 

property.  The shrublands had been 

mowed periodically from the late 1990s 

through the mid 2000s to promote the 

thick wildlife cover that results as 

vegetation resprouts. The removal of a 

vastly undersized culvert crossing the 

Mascoma River, which was causing 

significant river bank erosion, pre-

empted our ability to maintain much of 

this habitat area.  Denyce negotiated 

with officials from the Mascoma 

Regional High School to obtain 

management access from their abutting 

property allowing us to resume a regular 

schedule of habitat work.  Mowing is 

scheduled for this winter. 

Owl Brook WMA, Holderness – A harvest on the western tract of Owl Brook was completed last winter.  

One-quarter to 2-acre groups were cut resulting in 26 acres of mixed hardwood and softwood 

regeneration. This new young growth will provide woody browse for moose and deer, enhance 

understory cover for several species of songbirds, and enhance mast production. Tom Natale also 

oversaw this project which brought in nearly $36,000 in revenue.  

Prescott State Forest, Laconia – Habitat Biologist Denyce Gagne has been coordinating the 

reclamation of a 13-acre abandoned apple orchard adjacent to a field in partnership with DNCR.  

DNCR staff coordinated a targeted herbicide application to invasive exotic plants a couple of years 

ago.  This was followed up with a brontosaurus mower that mowed back the dead invasives and other 

encroaching vegetation in October 2019.  Now a follow up herbicide application to resprouting 

invasives is in order and will occur later this summer.  The intent is to keep the apple trees released 

for improved wildlife food production and provide a feathered edge to the adjacent field.   

Ruger WMA North, Croydon – The planning has been completed and a contract executed for a timber 

harvest that will include four clearcuts, each approximately 15 acres to create young forest habitat.  

We strive to attain 5-15% young forest on our larger properties for all of the wildlife benefits that it 

provides.  With this harvest this 1,300-acre property will be at 8%.  DNCR Forester Sam Taylor is 

coordinating this project, which will bring in nearly $53,000 in revenue in addition to the habitat 

benefits.  Harvest operations will most likely not begin until next winter. 

Warren Fish Hatchery Lands, Warren – DNCR Forester Tom Natale is planning a timber harvest on 

this 135-acre property.  This will be the second entry on this property.  The first entry occurred more 

than 20 years ago and included a combination of thinning and group selection.  This entry will focus 

on 0.5-2.0 acre groups to promote pine and oak regeneration.  A total of 18 acres will be regenerated. 

 

The fields and shrublands are slated for the next round of mowing to 
maintain these important habitat types at the Mascoma WMA in 
Canaan.  Photo by Jim Oehler.  
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Region 3 – Southeast NH 

 

Crommet and Lubberland Creek WMA, Newmarket and Durham – A harvest was approximately half 

completed here last winter.  Nineteen acres are slated to be harvested in 0.5-2 acre groups to 

promote the establishment of understory cover and oak/pine regeneration.  DNCR Forester Sam 

Taylor is coordinating this project that will also bring in nearly $21,000 in revenue to the Department.  

This project will be finished up this coming winter. 

Conner Farm WMA, Exeter – A 

brontosaurus mower was on site last 

February to mow back approximately 15 

acres of field edges to maintain and 

expand a feathered edge of alder and 

young hardwoods –.  Coordinated by 

Denyce Gagne, the mowing will promote 

root suckering and stump sprouting that 

will prompt the spread of the alders, 

working toward a long-term goal of a 

wider and more valuable field edge for 

wildlife.  This work will expand upon the 

timber harvest that occurred a few winters 

ago that included 1-2 acre groups, some 

of which also occurred along the field 

edge. This project cost $5,900.  Apple 

trees on the property were also released 

and pruned at the same time. 

Piscassic Wildlife Management Area, 

Epping – DNCR Forester Sam Taylor is 

nearly completed with planning a harvest 

on this 1,000-acre property.  The harvest 

will occur in an approximately 123-acre 

project area in the western part of the 

property where a group selection 

prescription will be followed.  The size of 

the groups will range from 0.25-2 acres 

and will result in 18 acres of 

regeneration.  Smaller groups will be 

focused in areas with hemlock whereas 

larger groups will be focused in areas 

heavier to pine.  The dense young growth 

that will result will provide feeding and 

nesting opportunities for several wildlife 

including waterfowl and woodcock using adjacent floodplain areas, as well as veery and Canada 

warbler.  In addition to the habitat benefits, $42,800 in revenue is estimated for the Department. 

Sargent Lot III WMA, Newton – Sam Taylor is also planning a timber harvest on this 115-acre 

property.  This will be the first entry since the Department acquired the property in the 1970s.  

A brontosaurus mowing shrubs and young trees along a field edge 
at Conner Farm WMA in Exeter (top).  Mowing will stimulate 
spread and vigorous regrowth resulting in improved edge habitat 
for a variety of wildlife. Apple trees were released and pruned at 
the same time to improve wildlife food production (bottom).  
Photos by Denyce Gagne. 
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Fourteen acres will be regenerated with 0.25-2 acre groups to promote pine and oak regeneration.  

This harvest will have similar wildlife benefits as the Piscassic WMA harvest.  Promoting oak, an 

important mast resource, will provide a long-term food source for wildlife through the decades.  The 

earliest this project could start is this winter.  No estimate for revenue is available as yet. 

Region 4 – Southwest NH 

 

Farrar Marsh WMA, Hillsborough – A harvest was completed last winter on approximately 78 acres of 

this 470-acre WMA. This was the second entry into this area. The first entry occurred in 2000 and was 

implemented by DNCR Forester Inge Seaboyer. The focus during that entry was strips adjacent to the 

marsh to create waterfowl nesting cover, 0.5-acre groups to start regeneration of oak and pine, and 

crop tree release to release oak and increase mast production. The most recent entry continued with 

groups that are somewhat larger (1–2 acres) to spur on the next generation of forest.  In addition to the 

habitat benefits of this work, the Department received over $53,000 in revenue from this harvest.  This 

work was coordinated by DNCR Forester Sam Taylor. 

Land Surveyor Eric Pospesil is also coordinating the replacement of a bridge on the south end of the 

property.  The contracted design is nearing completion and a pre-fabricated bridge has been 

procured.  Once the design is finalized, a contract will be put in place for the install.  We are aiming for 

a project completion late summer/early fall.      

Russell-Abbott State Forest, Mason – DNCR Forester Sam Taylor is planning a timber sale on this 

857-acre state property.  Twenty-six acres will be generated using 0.5-2.0 acre groups to promote 

pine and oak regeneration, as well as larger patch cuts to remove red pine. Timber sales were 

conducted on the property in 2008 and 2015, but this project area has not been treated since the early 

1980s.  The dense young growth will provide feeding opportunities for deer and good nesting cover 

for turkeys.  Hares will also likely benefit, and in turn, bobcats and raptors.  Black bear will benefit 

from blackberries and raspberries that commonly follow a few years after a harvest.  This harvest is 

slated to start this fall or winter. 

Maintaining Field Habitat 

 

Field Mowing – Nearly 190 acres of fields on 

23 properties are slated for mowing this 

year.  Due to staff workload, about half of the 

mowing acreage is contracted out. Without 

periodic mowing, fields would evolve into 

shrub dominated habitats and eventually 

forests if left for a long period of time.  Fields 

larger than 5 acres are generally mowed 

annually to maintain grass dominance which 

benefits grassland birds such as bobolinks 

and savannah sparrows.  Smaller fields are 

mowed every 2-3 years. Mowing less 

frequently will allow a mix of goldenrods, 

milkweeds, raspberries and 

blackberries, and other wildlife food A field slated for mowing this year at the Pearly Lake WMA in Rindge 
with Mount Monadnock in the background.  Photo by Jim Oehler. 
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sources to become established and grow in combination with grasses.  This mix will benefit a different 

sweet of songbirds as well as butterflies and pollinators, the latter being important in helping to 

produce food for wildlife.  Regardless of how fields are maintained they all provide excellent nesting 

and bugging habitats for turkeys, and foraging areas for deer and bear.   

 

LAND CONSERVATION NEWS 

 

The Habitat Program conserves important wildlife habitats across the state using federal funds, often 

coupled with matching funds provided by project partners like The Nature Conservancy, The Forest 

Society, the Southeast Land Trust of NH, and other land conservation organizations.  Efforts to 

conserve land to add to our portfolio of WMAs and easements, which will remain as wildlife habitat 

and provide public access in perpetuity, is a very time consuming process that includes negotiations 

with landowners, and both state and federal approvals of appraisals, deeds, grants, and closing 

documents.  Because of this it is common for projects to take a year or more to come to fruition. 

PROJECTS IN PROCESS 

Hecken Property, Fitzwilliam – The owner of 113 

acres abutting the Pearly Lake WMA in Rindge 

reached out to us to see if the Department was 

interested in purchasing his property located just 

over the town line in Fitzwilliam.  This property 

holds good habitat values including a 32-acre 

emergent marsh/bog system. An appraisal has 

been completed and the offer accepted by the 

owner.  A purchase and sales agreement is in the 

works.  This property will cost $70,000 and will be 

funded using federal Wildlife and Sportfish 

Restoration Program funds.  

Little Mountain Forest, Salisbury – The Department 

is partnering with The Forest Society to 

permanently protect 579+/- acres in Salisbury 

through the purchase of a conservation easement 

to be co-held with The Forest Society.  The 

easement acquisition will add to an existing area 

of conservation land of nearly 10,000 acres in and 

around Mount Kearsarge and will enhance 

connectivity with the 3,600-acre Blackwater River 

Flood Control Area. The property is dominated by 

well managed oak that will provide an excellent 

source of mast (acorns) for wildlife for decades to 

come.  It also contains a significant area of talus 

slope, which according to the NH Wildlife Action 

Plan is an uncommon habitat in the State making 

up less than 2% of the area with most of that being found in the White Mountain National Forest and 

north. These rocky slopes provide habitat for forest dwelling bats, bobcats and several bird species.  

Little Mountain Forest contains excellent quality oak and 
beech that will provide an important source of wildlife 

food for decades to come.  Photo by Jim Oehler. 
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Cost to the Department will be $134,392.50 of federal funds through the Wildlife and Sportfish 

Restoration Grant Program. 

Low Plains Natural Area, New London – The town of New London Conservation Commission is 

donating a conservation easement on 30 acres abutting the 169-acre Low Plains Natural Area that the 

Department already holds an easement on.  This property contains an extensive marsh system that 

benefits a variety of wildlife from waterfowl to furbearers to wetland birds such as American bittern.  

The additional 30 acres will be a nice addition to conserve the water and habitat quality of the marsh.   

 WMA STEWARDSHIP 

 

WMA Boundaries – Eric Pospesil, Land Surveyor, oversaw two contracts to survey, blaze, paint and 

sign boundaries on several WMAs.  Boundaries need to be maintained every 10-15 years to ensure 

visitors to the properties and our abutters know the extent of our ownerships, and to ensure habitat 

management projects stay within our bounds.  Over 35 miles of boundary on six properties was 

recently completed at a cost of $41,590.  A Request for Proposals is currently being advertised to 

solicit bids for boundary maintenance on 15 miles of CT Lakes Natural Area boundary.  Once the road 

work at Kimball Hill WMA is completed, Eric will be working on additional RFPs for Perkins Pond 

WMA, Powder Mill Pond WMA, and McDaniels Marsh WMA totaling another 14 miles of boundary.  If 

time allows additional WMAs will be marked by Eric himself. 

Table 1.  Boundary maintenance completed. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2.  Boundary maintenance planned. 

 

 

 

 

 

Other Stewardship Issues – Each week Habitat Program and other NHFG staff, contractors, or visitors 

to our WMAs find and report on stewardship issues they find. Several of these issues revolve around 

encroachments (i.e., trespasses) such as building a portion of a shed or garage on state lands and 

extending yards and gardens over the boundary line, for example, that infringe on the publics’ 

investments in these lands.  Each issue takes significant staff time to investigate and address.  High 

priority issues get addressed right away.  Others are addressed as time allows based on staff 

resources and workloads.  Following is a sample of issues that are on the work list to be addressed. 

 

Property Town Miles of Boundary 

Piscassic WMA Newfields, Epping, Exeter 17.9 
Conner Farm WMA Exeter   2.7 
Forest Peters WMA Northwood   5.7 

Doles Marsh WMA Northwood, Deerfield   1.6 
Woodman Marsh WMA Northwood   1.7 
Lamontagne WMA Northwood, Deerfield   5.6 

Property Town Miles of Boundary 
CLNA  Pittsburg 15 

Perkins Pond WMA Weare 3.5 
Powder Mill Pond WMA Greenfield 3.5 
McDaniels Marsh WMA Springfield 7 
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 Bellamy WMA, Dover – Due to complications associated with Covid, court dates keep getting 

postponed regarding a boundary line dispute with an abutter.  This dispute also includes the 

City of Dover regarding ownership of the road located between the WMA and the abutter.  Eric 

will be testifying as a licensed land surveyor.   

 

 Brown Lots I and II WMA, Pittsburg – Several encroachments that were reported on Brown Lot 

II from a prior contracted survey and boundary maintenance project need to be followed up on.  

They range from someone parking their boat on the WMA, to a landowner extending their yard 

onto state land, to another landowner building part of a shed on the WMA.   

 

 Ellis Hatch Jr WMA, New Durham – Jim and Eric continue to work with the Attorney General’s 

office to rectify a significant encroachment from abutters who extended their foot print onto the 

WMA with a garage, a shed, a parking area, and other improvements.  The issue was 

discussed with the abutter on several occasions.  This was followed up with a letter from the 

Attorney General’s office and another meeting with the abutters indicating to them that the 

encroachments need to be removed by a certain time.  Eric will be periodically checking in on 

their progress.  This property was purchased in large part with federal funds.  If not adequately 

addressed, the Department runs the risk of having to pay the US Fish & Wildlife Service for the 

value of the encroached land in today’s dollars. 

 

 Glenn Cove WMA, Newington – Several abutters have extended their activities onto this 

property including a yard, shed, garden, electric underground dog fence, and retaining wall. 

Eric made contact with each of these abutters and asked them to remove their items.  They all 

seemed cooperative.  Eric will be following up to ensure they comply.  

 

 Greenough Ponds WMA, Wentworth Location – A camp owner desires to make some 

improvements to his driveway and the road leading to it.  According to the camp lease, this can 

be done with Fish and Game approval.  Jill Kilborn and Betsey McNaughten will be reviewing 

the camp owner’s proposal in the field in the near future. 

 

 Hirst WMA, Boscawen – While marking boundary to assist with an upcoming timber sale, Eric 

identified an encroachment consisting of a fenced in yard and dog run extending onto the 

WMA.  The abutter was onsite while marking occurred and concurred with its location.  He 

removed the fence within a matter of weeks. 

 

 Kimball Hill WMA, Groton and Dorchester – A camp lot owner abutting the WMA has blocked 

the Department’s access over a former town road with a locked gate and boulders.  This road 

has been in place since at least the late 1800s and has been used to access what is now the 

WMA for many decades.  Jim and Eric are working with the Attorney General’s office to 

address with the goal of restoring the Department’s access.   

 

 Kona WMA, Moultonborough – After the timber harvest that occurred over the winter, DNCR 

Forester Tom Natale worked with the logging contractor to plug up illegal OHRV access points 

along the perimeter of the property.  Additionally, several trees that fell across woods roads 

during a storm were also cleared. 
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 New Hampton Hatchery Lands, New Hampton – Management of lands outside of core hatchery 

operations falls to the Habitat Program.  Here hazard trees are threatening a home and garage 

on Gordon Hill Road.  Landowners who are made aware of potential hazard trees but who do 

not address them are liable for damages if a tree does happen to fall onto and damage abutting 

property.  Jim Oehler is working with contractors to remove the identified hazard trees. 

 

 Pearly Lake WMA, Rindge – A recent storm blew down many large trees across woods roads 

that provide access to several fields on the property, some that are planned for mowing this 

year.  Jim will be working with contractors to get those trees removed. 

 

 LANDOWNER ASSISTANCE  

 

NH Fish and Game has a long history of helping landowners care for their land with wildlife in mind.  

Working hand-in-hand with landowners and foresters on public and private forest lands, helping to 

guide timber harvests that would not only benefit the landowner’s bottom line but also wildlife, has 

been a service that Fish and Game has provided to North Country landowners since at least the 

1940s.  Landowner services expanded in 2000 with the advent of the Small Grants Program that 

provides some funding to help landowners across the state maintain and improve habitats on their 

lands. 

Habitat Technical Assistance 

 

During the last six months Jake DeBow, Region 1 Wildlife Biologist, assisted 10 landowners with 

managing ~1,870 acres for wildlife habitat. Landowners included both public and private with 

ownerships ranging from small properties of ~37 acres to the large timber ownerships of ~146,000 

acres. Technical assistance is provided through on-the-ground visits with landowners and land 

managers, often prior to commercial timber harvests. Five site visits targeted habitat improvement 

projects on smaller ownerships like young forest habitat creation and mast tree release.  Fifteen site 

visits have occurred on large ownerships where technical assistance is provided on timber harvests 

occurring within unique or special habitat types such as known deer wintering areas, beech mast 

Trees blown down from a recent storm at Pearly Lake WMA in Rindge.   
Photos by Denyce Gagne. 
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stands, wildlife corridors, and riparian corridors. All site visits are accompanied by an in depth write-up 

that summarizes management recommendations. 

Small Grants Program 

 

NH Fish and Game’s Small 

Grants Program helps 

landowners who own a minimum 

of 25 contiguous acres restore or 

enhance habitat for wildlife, which 

in turn, provides improved 

opportunities for people to enjoy 

wildlife through hunting or wildlife 

watching. Funding of up to 

$4,000 per year (no more than 

$10,000 over a ten-year period) is 

available for the creation and/or 

maintenance of wildlife habitat. 

Typical projects include brush 

clearing or mowing to maintain 

grasslands and shrublands, 

release of old apple trees to 

improve wildlife food production, 

and maintenance of woodland 

openings. In exchange for the 

grant, landowners agree that their 

land will remain open for non-

motorized public access 

activities, including hunting for at least 5 years.  Funding for this program is derived from the $2.50 

wildlife habitat fee associated with each hunting and trapping license sold.   

This was a record year for the Small Grants Program.  The $40,000 budgeted for this fiscal year were 

obligated within the first two weeks – the fastest ever!  Funded projects include: 

• 5 shrubland/young forest habitat projects - 26.7 acres 

• 10 field maintenance projects - 156 acres 

• 2 apple tree release projects - 28 apple trees 

• 3 wildlife openings- 19 acres 

• 1 prescribed burn - 41 acres 

Along with these habitat improvements, nearly 10,000 acres are kept open to hunting and wildlife 

watching for at least the next 5 years.  This equates to an investment of only $0.80/acre/year to keep 

10,000 available for wildlife-based recreation with improved habitat to boot.  

A Small Grants project on private property in Milan.  A brontosaurus mower 
cleared 4.4 acres of aspen, birch and alder to regenerate young forest 

habitat. Several wild apple trees were released at the same time.  Photo by 
Jake DeBow. 


